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THE BUSINESS BLOGGING UDEMY COURSE
Find out why blogging is the best marketing tool for your business and learn how to produce compelling content for your
blog posts.
The Excel with Business Blogging course provides you with an
overview of business blogging by describing how blogging
gives your brand a personality. The course explains the fundamentals of blogging, provides case studies and gets you started on a content plan that addresses timing, quality, topics, legal risks and policies.
The course provides a demonstration on how to set up your
editorial calendar and provides an editorial roadmap calendar
template. Templates for your blogging policy, blogging privacy
policy and blogging comment policy are also included.
It’s everything you need to know about business blogging and
so much more, so START TODAY.

https://www.udemy.com/excel-at-business-blogging
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BLOGS: LOW-COST, RESOURCEFUL MARKETING TOOLS

S
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year the first free blog-creation
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years later, an online diarist,

nesses have recognized the

new construction site or a prod- John Berger gave the activity a value they bring. Customers
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value they bring. Customers
gravitate to business blogs because they offer information that
doesn’t involve a hard sell.

A business blog can generate a
loyal following when it educates
and connects with the readers,
and this is achieved with a welldefined focus and a message
that inspires and interests your
target demographic.

Blogs are an effective marketing

Draw from experience. At the end of
each day jot a quick note that
addresses the challenges you’ve
faced, the lessons you’ve learned and
customer complaints to develop ideas
for blog post.

tool because they house a business’ content and create value.

Marketing messages are intertwined in the narrative in a subtle way and products and services are offered through a soft
sell.
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Creating a Niche Blog

A

blog can solidify your
connection with your clients. It
can establish your reputation
and credibility. Browse the blogosphere and you’ll find several
blogs covering various topics.
However, you’ll likely come
across blogs abandoned or
rarely updated compared to
those that are active with fresh
content.
The overwhelming amount of
blogs may intimidate you as
you begin to create your own. It
may appear that every topic
has been addressed more than
once. However, don’t let it discourage you. Your unique approach on a topic and passion
for it will bring you success.
Start with a niche blog
The more specific your niche,
the more likely you’ll build traffic
because it attracts those individuals truly devoted to the topic. When they visit they’ll feel
as if they’ve found a rare gem,
and your unique approach encourages readers to keep coming back for more.
People often visit your site in
their spare time; therefore, the
niche and content needs to be
6

appealing to draw traffic. Here
are some ways to help define
your content, create a theme
and make your blog unique.

•

•

•

•

•

Describe your topic in
detail. Discuss all of its
components.

providing solutions to
challenging problems.
Evaluate your blog posts

Sometimes it’s difficult to come
up with a structure for a blog
post. Begin with a draft or an
Compare and contrast
outline that answers the quesyour topic with other sub- tions:
jects.
 Who?
Uncover the origins of
your topic and explain its
 What?
history, the evolution and
 When?
events that influenced it
and what it has influ Where?
enced.
 Why?
Discuss how other blogs
 How?
have approached the
topic and argue for and Get creative
against it.
Elevate your creativity and keep
Find out how the topic
eyeballs glued to your content
has been applied when with writing prompts. A writing
prompt like a single word, short
phrase, paragraph or picture
encourages an idea to help you
write. It also helps promote
your creativity. Here are some
examples:
TIP
Thought Leadership
Try dedicating a blog post or
category within the blog to
answering questions. This will
help to show your and your
organization’s expertise.
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•

It was the beginning of
spring

•

The meteorite flashed
across the sky

•

The joyous glint in her eyes

Websites like creativewritingprompts.com can give you
more prompts to help fuel your
creativity. It’s possible to create
your own writing prompts by using headlines from the news, a
phrase from a conversation you
heard or from inspirational
quotes.
Learn more about this topic and
content marketing with the
courses “Excel with Business
Blogging” and “Create Your
Business Narrative: Bank on
Content.”
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Make your content scannable by
dividing the information into steps
and by using subheads.
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How to Avoid Corporate Speak

I

actively think outside the box and produce a synergistic vision for growing the impact of this day on the
national consciousness.”

n many corporate environments, business
professionals often default to a speech pattern that’s dressed up in business jargon in attempt to impress.

Corporate speak can lead to confusion and miscommunication, keep your readers’ attention so
they can take the action you request and become community participants.

Cluttered business communications with complex sentences, lingo and acronyms specific to
the industry can cause readers eyes to glaze
over, especially individuals unfamiliar with the
terms. In addition, your key messages become
buried to the point that their relevance is lost and
confusing. The OxfordWords blog provides this
example from a memo: “Going forward, all stake-

"The fact is that corporate language can destroy
creativity in organizations that trumpet innovation and be a smokescreen to hide a lack of genuine ideas," writes Tony Spencer-Smith in the
Australian.

holders in National Memo Day will be tasked to proIn your efforts to persuade, motivate or inspire your blog readers, take these following steps:

1. Soanes, Catherine. "Incentivizing Proactive Synergistic Visions, Going Forward."OxfordWords Blog. Oxford Dictionaries: Language Matters, n.d. Web. 14 Mar. 2014.
<http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2012/05/corporate-jargon/>.
2. "GOING FORWARD, CORPORATE-SPEAK HAS HAD ITS DAY." Australian [National, Australia] 30 May 2011: 27. Opposing Viewpoints in Context. Web. 19 Feb. 2014.
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Discover Your Creativity

T

creative abilities, you must challenge yourself.
It’s important to allow questions to arise, explore
new opportunities and take risk.

apping into your creativity at times is
Try viewing a topic or an idea you have from
challenging. The ability to adopt behaviors and
different points of views to help rev up your creahabits that generate unique ideas and elevate
tivity.
an activity requires developing strategies and
techniques that work. It involves merging ideas
and continuously expanding your knowledge in
an area of interest so you can develop an experTry creating an internal blog for
tise. The more knowledge you develop about a
employee training. Posts can
topic or interest, the more innovative ideas are
include written instructions video,
developed.
webinars and slideshows.
Creativity involves scheduling the time to brainstorm. This may even involve stepping away
from your electronic devices so your mind is
clear and open to new ideas that can freely flow
with no distractions. In order to advance your
One technique that helps to produce ideas Kendra Cherry suggests in the About.com article,
“How to Boost Your Creativity” is to look at an idea or a topic from different points of views:
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The Customer’s Voice

C

apturing the customer’s voice is a valueadded feature to a blog because it invites people to
share their thoughts and ideas. A customer’s voice is captured in the comments that
are made in the blog. Comments providing stories about
how the customer uses your
product or service are golden.
They uncover new techniques, tricks and tips that
can benefit other customers
and help your research team,
sales team, marketers and
product developers. Most importantly, these stories can
express the value of your
offerings.
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Customers are more prone to
share their thoughts about a
business’ products and services when they’ve developed a relationship. Remember, how you respond to a
customers’ comments on
your blog speaks volumes
about your business. The response can encourage more
interaction and more valuable information. Typically, the
more interaction, the more
the business learns its customers’ needs and wants and
the more comfortable the
customer feels sharing this
information.
The relationship you create
with your customers can instill confidence that their
voice will be heard. Research
has shown that the customer’s voice can predict customwww.bycomworldwide.com

er retention. It’s positively
linked to behavioral intentions to increase future purchases. It can generate favorable word of mouth and it influences other customer’s
willingness to engage in marketing research initiatives,
such as surveys that can help
with the evaluation of advertising campaigns and insight
on unfulfilled customer
needs.
The positive interactions you
have with your customers via
conversations occurring in
your comment section can
help heighten the comfort
level customers have toward
your business.
Learn more about this topic and
content marketing with the
course “Create Your Business
Narrative: Bank on Content.”

6 Tips for Addressing a
Reader’s Comments
The comments your readers
post can provide valuable feedback, increase your creativity
and help you to innovate and
produce better products and
services. Here are a few tips to
help you appropriately comprehend and respond to their comments.

ceives confirmation that they
are understood.
Probe. When inquiring further to get a more clarified understanding of the person’s
point of view, use open-ended
questions.

legal department to ensure the
right language is used in order
to prevent the issue from escalating.

Remember your blog comments allow you to learn your
customers and to uncover
Share. Once you’ve received a some creative insights. Let the
clear understanding of the oth- comments help you to fuel your
Analyze the Comment. Read er person’s thoughts, share
momentum to produce great
the comment and determine its your ideas and suggestions.
posts, products and services.
purpose. Uncovering this purThe way your comments are
Manage
negative
comments.
pose will help guide the strucaddressed will speak volumes
ture and the nature of your re- When comments are bad con- about your business.
sider the level of negativity. The
sponse.
construction of your response
Don’t React too Quickly. Re- may need to be discussed with
ally consider the points that are upper management or even the
being made. Stay attentive and
hold your judgment before reacting, especially when the
comment is negative. However,
considering the nature of the
TIP
comment your response will
require that you take specific
Get New Customers
actions. We’ll discuss this more
Make references to local
later.
events, sites,
Listen. As you craft your responses, initially paraphrase
the comment identifying the
major points, so the reader re11

neighborhoods,
community activities,
weather and charities.
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Create a Business Website
Using Your Blog

Many entrepreneurs have searched for less expensive options to create their business websites. One cost-cutting move has been to use
online blogging platforms.

on these platforms don’t require enlisting a code
developer. The platforms offer well-designed
themes or templates to help create attractive designs, ecommerce solutions and applications
embedded on a webpage. For example,
Standalone static pages on blogging platforms
Typepad teamed up with the online scheduling
make it possible to create a business website
and maintain a blog on the same platform. How- and appointment service, Book Fresh, to create
a widget that allowed small business owners to
ever, this option has its pros and cons. It reput their schedules online and have their cuslieves entrepreneurs from racking up web detomers book and even prepay for appointments.
signer fees whenever they want to make changes to the site. On the other hand, a web design- Other affordable options for more techno-savvy
er’s help allows for more creativity and better
entrepreneurs have been self-hosted platforms.
customization.
These platforms use an external server. The
platforms offer more customization, but require
Third-party platforms that are hosted on their
own server are typically free; however, some do knowledge of coding.
offer opportunities to upgrade for a fee. Updates

According Blogger.com’s blog post, Pinch Gallery, Northampton, MA used Blogger.com to create a business website where the blog posts
showcase new artists and store products.
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Things to Know About Business Blogging

9. Business blogs provide
useful information to a
target audience.
1. Blog posts are not monologues: they are conversations.
2. Blog post headlines seduce.
3. Blog posts opening paragraphs entice grabbing
the attention of the reader.
4. Blog posts conclusions
include calls to action.
5. Writing and maintaining a
blog post requires a tremendous and dedicated
effort.
6. Perseverance grows an
audience as well as social shares.
7. Blogs educate readers
and create emotional
connections.
8. Blogs are a way to show
your passion for your industry.
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10. Creativity goes a long
way.

11. Blog posts with numbered-list providing tips,
tricks are techniques
drive traffic more, but the
lists should be used in
moderation.
12. Blogs are a low-cost marketing tool that expands
your business’ online
presence and promotes
your products.

13. Blogs can reveal a wealth
of information about your
customers, especially
when you include analytics.
14. Blogs can become your
industry’s best resource.
15. Blogs require that you
understand the problems
and issues that your target audience faces.
16. Blogs generate sales
leads.
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17. Blogs are collaborative
18. Blogs communicate the
strengths of your products and services
19. Blogs allow you to continue conversations.
20. Blogs encourage a better
understanding of your
company and inspire customer loyalty.

ARE YOU IN NEED OF WRITING AND EDITING
SERVICES?

LEAVE IT TO US

www.bycomworldwide.com

We know you are busy, so we create professionally-written, content-rich business blog
posts on a daily, weekly or monthly basis for you.
We stay aware of the trends in your industry and discuss them with you. Next, we develop,
maintain and help you to promote your blog posts. The posts are written in a conversational style that maintains your brand identity.

CALL US TODAY 561-676-5346
OR
EMAIL US AT INFO@BYCOMWORLDWIDE.COM
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Would you like to Order a E-print of an article from this
issue?
Working on course, presentation, workshop, seminar or
other event?
We are happy to provide you with the article in our issue.
Contact us at 561-676-5346 or send a request to
info@bycomworldwide.com.
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